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Speech Act Markers in Mandarin Chinese
TABU dag
Groningen, 14-15 June 2018
Abstract
This study investigates the functions of speech act markers in Mandarin Chinese and
develops a systematic classification of those markers according to their functions. Speech
act markers are language elements that facilitate the realization of a speech act without
adding propositional content. They help express the speaker’s opinions, attitudes, or
feelings, or involve the hearer in the interaction. While these speech act markers or
pragmatic markers have been studied extensively for Western languages (for a recent
collection see Fedriani & Sansó 2017), research on Chinese speech act markers is still
scarce (e.g. Ran Yongping 2000, Feng Guangwu 2004, Wang Rui 2013).
A list of 324 potential speech act markers was identified and a preliminary classification
system was developed. To investigate the use and functions of speech act markers in
modern Mandarin Chinese, we extract examples from various online corpora (the Media
Language Corpus (MLC), the Center for Chinese Linguistics corpus (CCL), a corpus of TV
series), and a small self-built corpus of informal conversations.
The ultimate purpose of this study is threefold: (i) show the range and distribution of
functions each speech act marker can serve, (ii) show the range and distribution of
expressions serving the various speech act marking functions, and (iii) produce a preliminary
description of genre differences in the use of speech act markers. This poster presents steps
toward the first two of these aims.
Zhang Guanghua 
Gisela Redeker
East China Normal University, Shanghai, & Center for Language and Cognition Groningen george.ecnu@gmail.com
Center for Language and Cognition Groningen g.redeker@rug.nl
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Categorization of Speech Act Markers




Aunt Tian continued, “you didn’t know that he intended to call you leaders of these
several districts to have a meeting, but who ever expected that soon after that he sent
the mail, this happened.”
Dissatisfaction wb!âi2ÖÒŉ`"ç&ŉò½íŉ¦ĹĘ<wíŉâ
iĳ®ŉZİí ňÜVq
All right! All is spoiled now, and we don’t have to have the meeting, damn, I had made a
very good plan. Now it is delayed, and there will be a big problem.
Certainty wŉĳĖÄģŉÏ·êĽŉqĹġ½Éí Well, from this perspective, undoubtedly, all the people should be equal.
Uncertainty ð,íÄŉÔ80ŎQÝPŏ"ċòÍ×î¦"qĿíº¼ I believe that in the near future, probably, enthusiasts will notice the pop stars in the
mainland.
Emphasis ē6­ŉ*¡¡ŉ*ßy±Ļ5*»[Ō Stop complaining! Don't you realize, is it easy for your parents to earn money to support
you?
Mitigation ćŉ¦µĉjģS\ŉTÁ¤ĳÛ©ċòÍ¤+Æ Furthermore, I am bold enough to say this: only if we understand this point, can we
understand Mr. Hou Baolin.
Vagueness qčģÄŉÃ>íéÁ'äí_Ğí;? Roughly speaking, there are differences between the ethical and the empirical in the
definition of rights.
Inference ñĳ¢*½ÁÛ0qð, It seems that you are not quite convinced.
Comment 4¦òí½à?ÚÐ~íŉÞćĝAí½ŉ¸ZiĈ	æÙ
ŉ¦L¥“YKĦ”
Actually, I am a person who has been longing to settle down, but ironically, later in my
career, I become a gypsy.
Opinion ¦åùĳ¡Õw I think that this is a good idea.
Threat ¦«ĠģBtŉ!ZŉxÇĚ¦¬@Ğ²ŉ¦ĩ* I warn you that from now on, if I get the evidence, I’ll set you straight.
Suggestion ĳÉ{ŉºr¦ŀvÄŉ*ē³víĻŋē³¦í Let’s do it this way: I will accompany her to come tomorrow. Don’t take the money from
her, but from me.
Clarification ĳ 74ēĵĬŉŁŉ¦í¢½ģ}ŃēÛ¹ľ It is not so difficult to reverse the situation. I mean, it needs a little time.
Agreement Ŏë[Ō¡ĂăħM[ŌŏŎíøŉ¦ĕ¦½Áĳü£ĕŉ
ĕ¡6ħMŏ
“Are you addicted? Do you want to continue to win?” “Absolutely, I think I have this
intention and I want to continue to win.”
Disagreement ŊĳRXíÿ¶Ŋ]ŉ*ĳĠģíŉ:½Xíŉ
:½3




Guest: “English elderly women especially like it.” Host: “Great, English elderly women like
it and Chinese elderly women also like it.”
Disapproval gtñŉTĔ§umÞliÓīĺŉ¨OiĊBŉĒ ¾
ŉ%)idŊŎô*ŉoÔúĥŏ
He looked back and saw that Ms Dai still sat in the car, two arms crossed in front of the
chest, with serious look on the face, and seemed to want to say, “Look at you, you’re so
impolite.”




I used to own a car. Guess what? It is slower to drive the car than to ride a bicycle to go
to work. Later, I sold it.
Feedback-
requesting
ĳĻ`"HŉđđŌ Our two families will share this money. All right?
Speech-act oriented
focusing on current speech act
Backward looking
Relating to own prior speech
Reactive
reacting to partner's action
Eliciting
eliciting a reaction (forward looking)
Marker Example Translation Function








Host: "Do you think the word 'unlucky' can be 
used to describe this event?" Guest: "I think, 
how can I say (it)? now we can't say for 100 
percent that the lady must be innocent, but 





He actually did a lot of good things. Well, how 




this way, like this
ĳÉ{ŉºr¦ŀvÄŉ*
ē³víĻŋē³¦í
(Let’s do it) this way: I will accompany her to 
come tomorrow. Don’t take the money from 







It takes only 1.5 hours to fly from Taipei to
Shanghai now. If Hongqiao Airport is opened
in October, that means, the time for flying














He looked back and saw that Ms Dai still sat in 
the car, two arms crossed in front of the chest, 
with serious look on the face, and seemed to 
want to say, “Look at you, you’re so impolite.”
Disapproval
